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INTRODUCTION
What is the Adopted Policies Map?
Covering the whole borough, the Adopted Policies Map (formerly the
Proposals Map DPD; the Town & Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 renames Proposals Map DPDs as Adopted
Policies Map) will show geographically all land use policies set out in the
adopted DPDs. In this regard it will:
• identify areas of protection, such as Green Belt and nature
conservation sites, defined through the development plan process;
• allocate sites for particular land use and development proposals
included in any adopted development plan document, and set out the
areas to which specific policies apply.
Whilst the Policies Map is a separate Development Plan Document in
its own right, it essentially forms the graphical representations of the
other Development Plan Documents. The Policies Map will comprises
a large scale map sheet (A0 size), which is supplemented by a separate
map booklet (Policies Map Booklet), comprising schedules of all sites/
designations, and accompanying map sheets.
When was it adopted?
Currently, the adopted proposals map is the 2004 UDP proposals map,
incorporating changes arising from the Development Strategy. These
changes were adopted in April 2012, alongside the Development Strategy,
and are detailed in an ‘Atlas of Changes to the adopted UDP Proposals
Map 2004’. It is intended that these changes, alongside the suite of
changes detailed in this atlas are carried forward into a new Policies Map.
Together these effectively form the new proposals map (Policies Map).
What is the purpose of this atlas?
Whilst the new Policies Map will replace the UDP Proposals Map in its
entirety, the majority of designations relating to individual sites/areas
will remain unchanged. Where differences are proposed it is helpful to
illustrate these through an atlas. These differences are expressed as
‘changes’ and are detailed below. A brief description of each change is
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set out in the attached schedules, and where appropriate and necessary
this is supplemented by larger scale inset maps. Collectively these
changes are also reflected in a new large scale Policies Map, and the
supporting map booklet.
Regarding the nature of changes detailed in this Atlas, there are generally
two types. Firstly there are those changes which relate to a designation
as a whole, i.e. the proposal to remove the residential area designation,
or to rename an existing layer, i.e. the redesignation of MEL as SIL/LSIS.
These are detailed in the general heading section of the schedule. Such
changes will be illustrated graphically on the main map sheet/or booklet.
The second type largely relates to boundary amendments to existing
designations, i.e. in the case of MOL amendments. Individual inset maps
have been prepared for this atlas to more clearly illustrate these detailed
changes.
Consultation
The changes detailed in this atlas, and reflected in the Policies Map and
Booklet, are subject to public consultation from 29th June to 24th August
2012. A second round of consultation covering further amendments to the
Policies Map, not detailed in this Atlas will be undertaken in early autumn.
It is envisaged that this round of consultation will include possible changes
to retail parades and local views which are currently under review.
Your Response
We would like to have your opinions on the proposed changes detailed
in this document. It is very important that any comments that you submit
respond to the changes detailed in this Atlas, or address any factual
mapping errors. Unless they are detailed in this Atlas, we do not intend to
revisit changes to the Policies Map already approved through the adoption
of the Development (Core) Strategy in April 2012 (as detailed in the
‘Atlas of changes to the adopted UDP Proposals Map 2004 (April 2012)’).
Comments must be provided on the appropriate consultation forms.
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SCHEDULE OF CHANGES/DIFFERENCES
Map
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Explanation of Proposed Changes
General
Remove Residential Area Layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map).
Remove Conservation Area layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol. 2). The
process of defining and reviewing Conservation Areas currently operates separately from the
development plan process. Accordingly, and to ensure that the list/boundaries are maintained and remain
current, it is proposed that this now sits outside of the Development Plan.
Remove Statutory and Local Listing layers (currently illustrated in Vol. 2 of UDP). The maintenance of
these lists operates outside of the Development Plan process. Accordingly, and to ensure that the list
remains current, it is proposed that these now sit outside of the Development Plan process.
Remove Waste and Recycling Sites (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map). These are to be
defined through the West London Waste Plan DPD.
Remove Special Opportunity Site Layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol. 2).
This change was approved as part of the adoption of the Development Strategy in April 2012.
Remove ‘Parking Standards: Zone 1’ layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol. 2).
No longer appropriate when read alongside the Parking Standards in the London Plan/emerging
Development Management DPD. These will largely be determined based on Public Transport Accessibility
Levels.
Delete ‘West London Transit’ layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol 2). This
project has been cancelled.
Update Development Site Layer, to reflect those sites detailed in the Development Sites DPD. Detailed
mapping is provided in the sites DPD.
Remove Employment Site Layer/designation (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol.
2). The management of uses on such sites will be judged against Policy 4A of the Development
Management DPD.
In addition to a series of boundary changes detailed below, the designation Major Employment Locations
is deleted and replaced with two new designations - Strategic Industrial Locations (SILs) and Locally
Significant Industrial Sites (LSISs).

Booklet
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The waterway network encompassing the Grand Union Canal (currently designated as Green Corridor in
the UDP), and the River Brent, are newly designated or re-designated as Blue Ribbon Network. This
change was approved as part of the Development Strategy.
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Delete ‘Existing Bridge’, ‘Proposed Bridge’ and ‘Proposed District Park Link’ (currently illustrated in Vol. 2
of the UDP) notations,
Delete ‘Nature Conservation Management Area’ layer/designation. Many of these areas are now covered
by SINC/SMI designations,
Town Centre inset maps removed.
Remove built sport facilities layers (currently illustrated in Vol. 2 of the UDP). These are mapped in the
Council’s ‘Facilities Strategy’.
Remove Cross Rail route and safeguarding layers. The crossrail route is appropriately mapped on the
Key Diagram of the Development Strategy. The safeguarding land illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map
is no longer relevant.
Remove roads layer (currently illustrated on the UDP Proposals Map and in Vol. 2 of the UDP). These are
maintained outside of the development plan process.
Remove footpath layers (currently illustrated in Vol. 2 of the UDP). These are maintained outside of the
development plan process.
Remove cycle route layers (currently illustrated in Vol. 2 of the UDP). These are maintained outside of the
development plan process.
Open Space
Grove Avenue - Removal of Metropolitan Open Land designation from rear gardens of properties on Grove
Avenue. This area of land is no longer considered to satisfy the tests for inclusion as Metropolitan Open
Land as defined in the London Plan.
Tentelow Lane Depot - Removal of Metropolitan Open Land & Development Site designations, and
addition of Blue Ribbon Network along northern edge of site adjoining canal. This site is not considered
to satisfy the tests for inclusion as Metropolitan Open Land as defined in the London Plan.
St Margaret’s Road site - Removal of Metropolitan Open Land and Development Site designations.
Redesignation of part of site as Community Open Space (reflecting the extent of area currently used for
community growing). This site is not considered to satisfy the tests for inclusion as Metropolitan Open
Land as defined in the London Plan.
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Billets Hart Close - Amend Metropolitan Open Land boundary, removing properties at Billets Hart Close
and land ajoining no. 2 Fox Villas, following implementation of residential development at Billets Hart
Close. This area of land is no longer considered to satisfy the tests for inclusion as Metropolitan Open
Land as defined in the London Plan.
Barclays Sports Ground - Community Open Space designation added to Barclays Sports Ground. The
site is designated as Metropolitan Open Land only in the UDP, however having assessed the site
according to its use and function it has been established that a Community Open Space designation is
also appropriate.
St Mary’s Burial Ground - Public Open Space designation added to St Mary’s Burial Ground.
Ealing Green - Amend Metropolitan Open Land boundary of Ealing Green removing the forecourt area of
‘Flavas’ and footpath on the north side of Ealing Green. This area of land is not considered to satisfy the
tests for inclusion as MOL as defined in the London Plan
Bollo Bridge Rest Gardens – Remove Public Open Space designation. This site is no longer publicly
accessible or maintained as Public Open Space.
Glade Lane – Various additions/deletions to MOL designation covering Glade Lane Canalside Park,
including the addition of the scrub land to the north west of the site, parkland adjoining Cookham Close to
the north and east, and the removal of land south of Cookham Close which is already built on. The area
of land now proposed to be designated as MOL satisfies the tests for inclusion as MOL defined in the
London Plan.
Ealing Common – A reduction in the depth of the Green Corridor boundary on the eastern side of Ealing
Common. The extent of the Green Corridor designation on this site reflected an earlier road widening
scheme on the A406 which has now been abandoned. A strip of Green Corridor is retained on the eastern
edge of Ealing Common, albeit at a reduced depth.
Employment Areas
Middlesex Business Centre – Amend boundary of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly
designated as Major Employment Location in the UDP), removing Middlesex Business Centre.
Barrett Industrial Park - Removal of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly designated as
Major Employment Location in the UDP), and redesignation as Development Site (in part).
Colonial Drive - Removal of Locally Significant Industrial Location designation (formerly designated as
Major Employment Location in the UDP), and redesignation as Development Site (in part)
International Trading Estate - Amend boundary of Locally Significant Industrial Location (formerly
designated as Major Employment Location in the UDP), removing eastern end of site (north of Johnson
Street). The area removed is newly designated as a Development Site.
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Glaxo/Auriol Drive – Amend boundary of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly designated as
Major Employment Location in the UDP) removing former Glaxo site. The extent of area removed is newly
designated as a Development Site.
Atlas Road – Redesignated as Strategic Industrial Location. Noted that site was formerly designated as
Special Opportunity Site. The Special Opportunity Site designation was previously removed as part of
changes approved through the Development Strategy.

Map 1: Employment Areas
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Map 2: Removal of Metropolitan Open Land designation from Grove Avenue
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Map 3: Removal of Metropolitan Open Land & Development Site designations, and addition of Blue Ribbon Network
along northern edge of site adjoining canal
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Map 4: Re-designation of St. Margaret’s Road from Metropolitan Open Land and Development Site to Community
open space
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Map 5: Removal of Metropolitan Open Land designation at Billets Hart Close
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Map 6: Community Open Space designation added to Barclays Sports Ground
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Map 7: Public Open Space designation added to St Mary’s Burial Ground
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Map 8: Removal of Metropolitan Open Land designation from northern edge of Ealing Green
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Map 9: Removal of Public Open Space Designation
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Map 10: Additions/Deletions to Metropolitan Open Land designation
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Map 11: Removal of Green Corridor designation
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Map 12: Removal of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly Major Employment Location), and
redesignation as Development Site
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Map 13: Removal of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly Major Employment Location), and redesignation
as Development Site (in part)
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Map 14: Removal of Locally Significant Industrial Location designation (formerly Major Employment Location), and
redesignation as Development Site (in part)
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Map 15: Removal of Locally Significant Industrial Location designation (formerly Major Employment Location), and
redesignation as Development Site (in part)
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Map 16: Removal of Strategic Industrial Location designation (formerly Major Employment Location), and redesignation
as Development Site (in part)
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Map 17: Redesignated as Strategic Industrial Location
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